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Abstract --This paper presents a new and universally applicable approach of error detection in packet or cell

communication networks. The error detection uses measured traffic load data. The advantage is that an error

detection on a low layer decreases the probability of an undetected error on higher layers and makes a time

costly error detection on higher layers unnecessary. Most present systems use static traffic load thresholds fo

error detection. Compared with this technique, you can achieve a considerably higher sensitivity using the new

approach presented in this paper.

The basic idea of our detection algorithm is to exploit the property of self-similarity in network traffic. This

analytical redundancy gives us a reference behavior of the network traffic load which we use to detect faulty

behavior in the real network traffic load. For the error detection, we check the validity of the given self-similar

property through a deviation indicator Q based on second order properties of the time series’ distributions.

This is, according to our observations, a sufficient condition for normal (error free) behavior.

1. INTRODUCTION

*Especially in the case of communication systems that use a common transmission medium, a single com

error can lead to an unacceptably faulty system behavior. Such systems are for example Ethernet segments

switched networks. Continuous error detection in network concentration points is one possibility for fast detec

errors and, in the case of a quick error handling after detection, prevents an unlimited error propagation.

The goal of this work is the development of a universally applicable approach for a fast and low cost error de

based on the analysis of the network traffic load in the concentration points of the network as for example the i

bus of a hub. We concentrate on developing a fast and highly sensitive approach to get a reliable error dec

*. Parts of the work described in this article were done while W. Schleifer was with the Institute for Computer Design
and Fault Tolerance, University of Karlsruhe.
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acceptable network performance costs.

We exploit the self-similarity properties of packet traffic to detect errors. This analytical redundancy gives us

erence model of the normal network traffic load which we use to detect errors in the network under observation

the deviation between the reference model and the real system traffic measurements is sufficiently small we m

sider the system error free.

We assume the following error model: The effect of a fault is a significant increase or decrease of the network

load. This means that every possible low level failure such as corrupted packets, packet loss, server crash a

leads to additional traffic or to a reduction in traffic. These effects are detectable by the change of the internal s

of the network traffic load. The validity of this assumption is confirmed by observations of errornous network t

To validate our approach we perform a series of error injection experiments (modifications of traffic load

internal bus of a hub in the campus network of the University of Karlsruhe) and also provide an example conta

real error.

2. ANALYTICAL REDUNDANCY

The pattern of normal (error free) network traffic load is affected by the interplay of deterministic and stoc

parameters of the network components. It can be described using the methods of fractal geometry. The basic

of fractal geometry is the relation of objects in different scales. Mandelbrot showed in [2] that outlines of natur

similar in different scales. The references [4], [5], [6], [7], and [8] show that we can find a very similar phenomen

computer network traffic loads. In analogy to fractal objects in nature, that look similar in different scales, the ne

traffic load time series seem to look the same in large and in small time scales [7]. Other references like [3] a

show that this property is independent from the topology, protocol and technology of the network used and als

pendent from the distribution of the traffic load.

2.1.  Long-term correlation process

In contrast to the time-independent or time-limited dependent models, the network traffic load indicates a ve
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persistence [1]. This can be seen by the hyperbolically decreasing spectral function near the zero frequency λ):

. (1)

A stationary stochastic process has a short-range dependence if the autocorrelation function valueρ(τ) in the case of

increasing time shiftτ, decreases exponentially or faster [1]:

, , , . (2)

The condition for short-range dependence is that the autocorrelation function valueρ(τ) converges fast enough to

zero so that the effect disappears at largerτ.

We have a long-range dependence if the autocorrelation functionρ(τ) converges hyperbolically for increasing tim

shift τ [1]:

, , , , (3)

. (4)

The absolute value of the autocorrelation functionsρ(τ) of long-range dependence processes (see equation (4)

contrast to that of short-range dependence processes, do not converge .

The autocorrelation function shown in figure 2 does not converge to zero for larger time shiftτ, i.e, the given mea-

surements stem from a long term correlation process.
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Figure 1: Example of a self-similar network traffic load time series (measured data).

Figure 2: Autocorrelation function of a long-term correlation process.

2.2.  Self-similar process

First order self-similarity means similarity of the time series in different scales. Second order similarity is rest

to the similarity of time series distributions.Network traffic loadis assumed to showsecond order self-similarity[4],

[6], [7].

A stochastic processXt with time parametert and zero mean shows a self-similar second order behavior with s

similar parameterH if, for a scale factora>0, the rescaled process with the time scaleat and thea sub-

series of processXt fulfill the equation

, (5)
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where equality is understood in the sense ofequality of the second order properties of the finite-dimensional dis

butions [1], [7].

Figure 3: Example measurement  and its rescaled time series .

The rescaled time series  fora=30 of a measurement of real packet traffic is illustrated in figure 3.

The processX(m) = (Xk
(m): k = 1,2,3,...) with the elementsXk

(m) = 1/m (Xkm-m+1 +... + Xkm) with

k = 1,2,3,... has for allm = 1,2,3,... the same variance

, (6)

whereσ2 is the variance of the processXt andβ = 2(H+1).

2.3.  Estimation of the self-similar parameter H

There are different ways to estimate the self-similar parameterH. The two most important and numerically mos
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stable possibilities, the estimation ofH by variance analysis and the estimation ofH by R/S-statistic, are described in

[10] and [7]. The resulting R/S-statistic for the experimental data series is shown in figure 4 (gradient of linear r

sion line), yielding .

Figure 4: Estimation of the self-similar parameterH by R/S-statistic.

2.4.  Off-Line Error detection

For error detection we check the validity of the self-similarity property of network traffic load given in equation

This is, according to our observations, a sufficient condition for normal (error free) behavior. The assumption is

a given time series of network traffic load the self-similar parameterH can only change its value continuously an

very slowly on account of the high number of traffic sources. We checked the validity of this assumption empi

with measurements in different hubs and found  reamaining (almost) the same even in the presence of erro

For the validation of the self-similarity property we regard traffic load in two time scales, one higher scaleXt and

one lower scaleXat with scale factora. We use the transformation of the process with lower time scale

(7)

in order to calculate a reference distribution. We compare the distribution ofa subperiods of the time

series (with the higher time scale ofXt) with the calculated reference distributionXr.

If, with respect to their second order properties, the subseriesXs are indistinguishable from the reference seriesXr,
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thenXt is self-similar [4]. To check this condition, we define the criterionQ which we derived from theχ2 test [11].

First, we eliminate a possible first order deviation by normalizing the measured time seriesXt to have zero mean.

Next, we computeQ as

, (8)

wherek is the number of classes,ni the number of values in the classi of the distribution of one of thea subseriesXs

of Xt, andmi the number of values in the classi of the distribution of the reference time seriesXr. The numberk of

classes should be chosen that enough values will fall into each class (as a the thumb rule: at least five values p

In our example with 480 values inXr we chosek=16. We then choose an equidistant division of the interv

for assignment of values to thek classes, where values outside the interval are assigned to the fir

last class respectively and with as estimated standard deviation ofXr. The above partition heuristics is motivated b

the fact that for normally distributed data 95% of it lie within that interval (Xr is usually not normally distributed, but

the above estimation is in practice good enough to find a suitable class partition).

Note that the indicatorQ may not have the same properties asQ2 known fromχ2 test theory. This is not necessary

since in our approachQ is only used as an error indicator whose significant increase is interpreted to indicate an

in the network.

For off-line error detection, we compute the series of indicators by comparing the reference distributio

with each subseries , .

Q
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Figure 5: Example of the indicator Q for a self-similar second order behavior.

For the measured error-free data of figure 1, figure 5 shows the development of the indicator for all

ple subsets.

Error detection is finally performed by examination ofQ. This can for example be done by a simple threshold.Q

exceeding the threshold indicates the occurrence of an error in the network under observation. The threshold

chosen appropriately in order to achieve a high error detection rate while keeping a low false alarm rate.

2.5.  On-Line Error Detection

For off-line error detection the whole data set is split into subseries whose distributions are then compare

the reference distribution. Foron-lineerror detection, we consider at each discrete timet the subseries that consists o

the latestr measured samples, withr the number of elements of the reference series: . By comp

ing the distributions of and we can compute amoving at each timet that indicates the occurrence of an erro

as soon as possible.

Since the movingQ describes a time series ofQ-values we can also apply sophisticated techniques, for example

Page-Hinkley-test, a method to detect jumps in means of time series [12], [13].
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3. ERRORDETECTIONEXPERIMENTS

3.1.  Experimental Setup

To estimate the error detection capability of this approach, we implement a series of tests where we injec

with a specified traffic load increasing or decreasing factor and a limited error duration. We then observe the de

indicator Q. The following examples are based on one of the stationary parts of measurements on th

(mbi.ira.uka.de) of the campus network at the University of Karlsruhe, shown in figure 1.

Figure 6: Experimental data collection setup.

Each hub contains several switching modules and a data acquisition probe from Newsbridge Networks whi

ports the full functionality of RMON1. The managing software used for data collection is the NetScout manag

SUN OS from Frontier, see figure 6.

As experimental parameters we use a scale factor ofa = 30 and sample intervals of 1 secondX1 and 30 secondsX30

of the time series. In general, the sample interval and the scale factora should be chosen in such a way that the resu

ing time series is stationary and that there are enough samples for the comparison of the distributions by equa

hub / switch

probe

... data flow

data collection
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3.2.  Detection of Injected Errors

The injected errors increase or decrease the traffic load by a value|F| during a limited time periodTe. The experi-

ments in table 1 might simulate a few significant cases of real errors with different ratiosR of the error to the traffic

load average. The chosen error-values|F| are typical for the abnormal behavior observed in our network during a lo

period. (In this example,R = 0.4 means about|F|=25 KByte/s.) We use values for the error durationTe which are rea-

sonable in relation to the length of the time series used. Independence from the time scale used is achieved by

the error duration through the sample periodTe/∆t. The errors are permanent during the given time period and lea

an increase or decrease in the traffic load, according to the sign in table 1.

In all measurements the location of an error in the time series is clearly detectable by an increased value of t

ation indicatorQ (corresponding to equation (8)). In the test cases, the deviation indicatorQ increases at least to triple

the average value.

In figure 7 we show the result of theF1 error injection experiment. The deviation indicatorQ clearly increases for

the subseries where the error was injected. The indicatorQ of the error free subseries remains under a tolerance lim

TABLE 1 Injected errors.

error sign R Te/∆t subseries comment

F1 + 0.4 480 15 one subseries
affected

F2 - 0.4 480 15 one subseries
affected

F3 + 0.8 200 15 short error

F4 - 0.8 200 15 short error

F5 + 0.4 1440 13, 14,
15

long error

F6 - 0.4 1440 13, 14,
15

long error

F7 + 0.4 3x480 7, 15, 26 several single errors

F8 - 0.4 3x480 7, 15, 26 several single errors
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Figure 7:F1 error injection experiment.

Figure 8:F8 error injection experiment.

Several single errors, like errorF8, are indicated in each subseries where they occur (see figure 8). Depending o

original subseries, the injected error shows itself in different increases ofQ. The deviation indicatorQ seems to be

very sensitive to the total error load|F| and the error durationTe/∆t, but we do not observe any difference for differen

signs of the error load, i.e., both, positive and negative errors are indicated in about the same increase ofQ.

3.3.  Detection of a Real Error

In figure 9 we provide another example of real traffic load of the same hub from another day, covering four ho

a sample rate of one pattern per second. At this day, a network error occurred att=12075 s.
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The results of off-line and on-line error detection are depicted in figure 10 and figure 11, respectively. Both, o

and on-line detection show roughly the same increase inQ.

Figure 9: Measured data containing a real error.

Figure 10: Indicator Q for the off-line error detection.
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Figure 11: Indicator Q for the on-line error detection.

For the on-line detection of this example, the indicator crosses the level of att=12173 s and the level of

2000 att=12213 s, leading to a detection latency of about 100 or 140 seconds, depending on the choice of th

threshold.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The idea was to empirically check whether the self-similarity properties of packet traffic are disturbed in pre

of errors and whether such a disturbance can be detected. For this purpose we performed experiments on e

and errornous time series of Ethernet traffic measurements and designed error detection experiments.

We noticed that the real and injectederrors did not ordid only marginally affect the Hurst parameter. Therefore

a reference time series can be build even in the presence of errors. This was a (to us) surprising result that we

expect.

Another main result was that theself-similarity property is no more valid when an error occurs. We can exploit this

phenomenon for error detection by defining an indicator . We showed that we can locate an error in a traffi

time series by the significantly increased value of theQ that indicates the deviation of the traffic load distribution fro

the calculated reference distribution in means of the distributions’ second order properties. According to our o

tions, the check of the validity of self-similarity property of network traffic in concentration points like hubs is a s

cient condition for normal (error free) behavior. This property seems to be independent from topology, protoco

technology of the network and also independent from the distribution of traffic load. Therefore, the approac

sented in this paper is universally applicable.

For off-line detection, the sample interval of the time series with lower time scale is in this approach equiva

the error detection latency. The latency is considerably smaller the described on-line detection method.

Q 1000=

H

Q
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The main advantage of this new approach is the considerablyhigher sensitivitycompared with present error detec

tion methods such as static traffic load thresholds. The implementation of the detection method is only based o

load data that are available in standard hubs. The computational cost is acceptable.

Future work should cover experiments to determine the most appropriate values for the time scale parameta and

the sampling rate of the traffic data measurement. Another issue will be to test the proposed detector under d

network operating scenarios (like rush hour traffic, normal traffic, and week end traffic). These results shall

robust detector that is suited for industry application, for example to extend the RMON error detection functio
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